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SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard

❑

Visa

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

❑

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
SHIPPING CHANGES: Minimum Ship
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our Charges
premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure your
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $5.00
order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $7.50
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $10.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $12.50
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50 Important Note: The above charges will apply
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.
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Notorious Roscoe
Presents...
EYE-Gore
“Sure-Grip” Skulls
for the three-shell game. Goth, Halloween,
Pirates, Steampunk, Vampires, Wizards,
Zombies... Macabre drama and humor with
sport’s car handling.
Big, gruesome and nimble. The perfect peas
are his comically dead eyeballs and his noseramped oral cavity serves as a display chamber
for an “accidental” hands-off sucker flash.
Chanin dip, notch, nose ramp, hemispherical
sure-grip geometry and two white perfect peas
for your best-ever shell game—with SKULLS! High-density
synthetic resin for a great, hefty feel and a durable lifetime of use.
Plush drawstring carry bag and instructions for your first routine
included.

In-Stock & Shipping!

68

$

Marie Antionette
Notorious Roscoe’s “Sure-Grip” Skulls for the
three-shell game. Goth, Halloween, Pirates,
Steampunk, Vampires, Wizards, Zombies...
Macabre drama and humor with sport’s car
handling.
Mystical, mysterious and morbid. Raised
designs all around for dramatic effect and even
more secure grasp.
These are a dramatic
and easy-to-carry act
in your pocket. Chanin dip, notch, nose ramp,
hemispherical sure-grip geometry and two white perfect
peas for your best-ever shell game—with SKULLS! Highdensity synthetic resin for a great, hefty feel and a durable
lifetime of use. Plush drawstring carry bag and instructions
for your first routine included.

63

$
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Brand New—Marc Antoine
Dark Light IV

After many years and a lot of revisions, we are
excited to be able to offer Dark Light IV as
an exclusive effect thanks to Marc Antonie.
The possibilities are endless with respect to this
powerful utility that has just recently be revised
such that it contains the most updated circuitry
and more powerful illumination. Even though
it looks like an ordinary light bulb, welcome to
the latest technology available—Dark Light
IV. This product has been upgraded though
the years and the latest model features even
brighter illumiosity and easy of use! Dark light
IV is basically a remote controlled light bulb
which is self-contained. However in the right
hands it’s an extremely powerful utility for a variety of different performance venues
not just in the art of magic, but theater as well. A single press on the remote
control will allow you to switch the light on and off, no matter how close or how
far you are from it. You want to make the bulb strobe—this too is NOW possible
with Dark Light IV.
Imagine the possibilities: Paranormal experiments such as Ouija board or spirit
seances, lie detector, pranks for TV or hidden camera shows where the light bulb
only works out of its socket, and so forth.
Additional Information: New high tech remote control is completely re-worked!
It features activation just by upward movement of you hand or arm. This means
you can attach this tiny remote inside an arm band and just by moving you hand or
arm—you can make the bulb illuminate! There is no need to push anything—just
an extremely subtle movement of your hand you can make the bulb illuminate!
Bulb constructed of very heavy duty, impact resistant casing and is very strong.
When illuminated it will stay lit on stand setting for seven seconds.
Delay Features: Offers you the opportunity to engage the remote, without the
bulb immediately illuminating. This is perfect when you want to set the bulb down
for a delayed illumination.
The light is exceptionally bright—view the video. You can light the bulb as far as
150 feet, even through the wall. Dark Light IV features an automatic safety that
allows it to automatically turn off after 12 seconds of use—thus preventing it from
overheating. Charger for battery included which is so easy, it’s a light socket and
all you have to do is screw the bulb in. Features easy USB charging with a Red
Indicator light at first which changes to green once fully charged. Take about 3545 minutes for a full charge.
Efficiency Feature: Goes back to sleep mode automatically after one hour. New
Version IV Remote is 2.25 x 1.25-inches and exceptionally thin.

Pre-Sale Price!
4

450

$
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Magical Coins

The Famous Hook Coin

An oldie from the past is still golden! Easy to carry!
Easy to perform! A simple half dollar vanishes—
reappears, in many different ways and ends up on the
spectator’s jacket/sweater!
You don’t have to be a coin worker to enjoy and perform
with the Hook Coin. It does the work for you. You are
always ready to perform with the Hook Coin. The
Hook Coin is like no other coin effect on the market.
It is not a folding half! It is not a magnetic coin! It is not
two-sided. It doesn’t use a pull.
Some of you reading this ad copy may have never seen a Hook Coin as it hasn’t
been talked about too much in recent years. I can assure you that with the Hook
Coin you can do miracles for close-up or impromptu magic at an instant anywhere!
Comes complete with the instruction book, history, routines and also DVD of Bill
Spooner’s special routine.
“No one does the ‘Hook Coin’ better than Bill Spooner! His routine is
beautiful as he is a master with the ‘Hook Coin’!” --Del Ray

22.50

$

Cointum Tunneling
The magician shows a clear small container and
takes off the lid. There is a coin inside. He picks it
up and screws the lid onto the container. He then
slams the lid with the coin. As a result, the coin
immediately penetrates into the container. You can
give it to a spectator to take out the coin from the
container.

Notes: Does “not” come with coins—you can use
any coins. This is a “good thing” as it allows you to use not only your own countries
coinage, but also the type you wish as well.

25

$

Crafty Power Set
This is the item that will make you a believer! The
quality of the coins is spectacular! This is a really a
must have item.
Two magnetic coins made from real US Half Dollars,
fit for all your performance needs. Perform various
tricks with these amazing magnets—Coins Across,
Coin Across With Glass, Coin Through Deck, Heads
Or Tails, Coin Toss and lots more!

100

$
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Joe Mogar—King Of Knives!
Jigged Bone
3-Knife Set

These knives are quite possible the finest set of knives
in the magic world! Professionally made. Real bone
handles. Custom jigged and fired. Rough and smooth
feel. Single blade. Straight tapered handles. Unique
and exquisite in design. Your satisfaction guaranteed.
PLUS—A FREE Joe Mogar’s Knife From Purse
Set: Two purses (small) that allows you to start your
routine by pulling a knife out of the smallest purse
which is quarter-sized. This is a $20.00 value!

Top Of The Line!

125

$

Professional Stag 3-Knife Set
Black and white knives set into a stag handle. A great
feel and even with your hands/fingers being dry. You
can easily manipulate these knives because of the
construction!
PLUS—A FREE Joe Mogar’s Knife From Purse
Set: Two purses (small) that allows you to start your
routine by pulling a knife out of the smallest purse
which is quarter-sized. This is a $20.00 value!

85

$

Patriotic Knife
Red–White–Blue! A one knife set that causes the
knife to change into patriotic colors! Perfect for
producing out of Joe’s Knife From Purses!

30

$

Pocket Pal
The perfect holdout and a splendid accessory! Perform
amazing productions, vanishes, transpositions. Your
hands are always clean. Fits into your back pocket.
Don’t leave home without it! The strongest magnets
on earth help you present terrific magic effect!
Photo shows how
knife is held by
magnet of Pocket Pal!
6

25

$
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Too Good Too Miss

Wayne Rogers’

Force 4 Mini

Fresh from the success of Wayne’s Force 4
Folio —comes his latest evolution that many
people have been asking for. It features the
same four out features but in a smaller and
different utility —thus making it perfect for
up close performances, trade shows, parlor
or even close-up. For those of you who have
been saying I love Wayne’s Force 4 Folio
but I need something smaller and more
intimate—now you have your answer.
Force 4 Mini uses a completely different
“gimmick” to execute the effect—yet is just
as reliable as the Force 4 Folio!
The Mentalist opens a simple black vinyl business card folder and shows four face
down cards. As he passes along a line of four spectators, each one chooses a
card. As in the full size Force 4 each choice the spectators make is under your
control. This item cannot be used with the coupon!

Pre-Sale Price...$120

P&L

Dragon Table Base
Is this cool or what? No, you’re not having a flash
back to the past—this is the “here and now!”
The name P&L is a respected name and
thanks to David Haversat for allowing us
to feature this product exclusively. This is
the new 2014 Petrie-Lewis Dragon Base Table. This
is the complete outfit. Made in the USA. Legs and
base are polished aluminum—one piece upright
center-post in nickel. Heavy duty thumb-screws.
Complete with 18-inch diameter wood table top with
ebony finish. This is the table you want to use to
showcase your special pieces in your collection or
add a special touch to your performance.
Very limited in
supply.

495

$
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Quality Silks For Your Show
“No Smoking”
Silk

If you do shows for librarys, school shows,
educational or character programs, this
could be for you! A beautiful yellow silk
with a printed message that sends an
important moral topic to the audience.
Both myself (Joe Stevens) and our own
Shawn Reida use it for school children at
the local YMCA programs! It’s a great
piece to add to your arsenal of props, IF
and when it is needed! Make a Visual
Impact with your magic and at the same
time—a powerful positive message. Silk measures 30-inches diagonally. Bright
and bold yellow background with black letters!

Very Bold & Visual...$15

$100.00 Silk
With respects to Richard
Himber who gave us the first
$100 Silk many years ago.
Faithful in detail to a real $100
bill, this 100% pure silk will be
a fun addition to your show.
Wonder ful climax for any
money routine or to produce the next time a client asks how much to tip. Black
and white $100 silk measures a big 14 x 34-inches. Collectors are paying $100
for an original Himber silk, this one comes at a real bargain price.

20

$

Serpentine Silk
If you perform the Serpentine Silk routine, this is how
to present it!
This is a 100% pure silk serpent at a really great price.
Beautifully colored yellow and green snake trimmed in
black with big red eyes. Silk is 3-inches wide x 27-inches
long.

Available Again...$15

8
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Mystical & Mythical

Astrogem Oracle
Cards & Manual

Astrogem Geomancy is the Oracle of Heaven and
Earth. It is a method of divination which combines
geomancy and astrology into a single Oracle.
Gemstones are used to represent both geomes (the
geomantic figures) and the astrological planets. The
gemstones are ‘cast’ on to a chart and this allows you
to give a geomantic reading combined with a kind of
‘instant horoscope’.
Using a combination of the geomantic and astrological
meanings, together with your intuitive sense you can
then give a ‘reading’ to describe and discuss a client’s current situation, the factors
which surround it and how matters might develop in the future. Your client can
then use that information to think how stop feeling stuck where they are or how
they might capitalise on the possible new avenues. It will always be up to them to
decide what to do with the information. In other words, you decide how best to
shape your fate. See website for more details.
Now you can get “both” the Cards and the Manual. The original Astrogem Oracle
cards is a pack of 32 cards.

45

$

Bill Montana’s

Zodiac For Life
This effect while simple in its nature will enable
you to look like your the most accurate psychic
ever as it will give you 100% accuracy by its secret
methodology that allows you to instantly know
what the spectators mentally thought of question
is without ever having them to say a single word.
Note: You can even use an old worn out deck as
this often will help add a vintage look and feel to
the effect it will also make it seem like you have
been doing this effect for a very long time.
This effect comes with two different charts one for the beginner user and one for the
advance user. Three wood chips each has been engraved. Three special cards that
can be used to perform a more advanced version of this effect. Plus a blank faced one
that will allow you to make an on the spot replacement should one of the other three
become damaged while your working the party or event. A question pamphlet. A
instruction booklet. Normal deck of cards not provided. In the event that one of your
paper charts, cards or the pamphlet question list should become damaged Stevens
Magic Emporium has replacement files that will allow you to fix this problem.

New Lower Price!

35

$
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Coins Done Right
Bob Solari’s

Miser’s Miracle
New Version!

A top seller at Stevens Magic—is finally
available again—with a new look!
Performer holds a “stainless steel cup” in one hand
and reaches into the air with the other hand and
plucks a half dollar out of thin air! (You know the
routine.) The half dollar is dropped into the cup and
produces an audible “cling!” This action is repeated
many times until the performer makes another
upward motion with the cup only “this time.” A
single JUMBO half dollar coin jumps out of the cup
into the air and the previously produced half dollars
have now changed into the JUMBO half.
Supplied with a stainless steel mini coin pail, a giant size half dollar coin 3-inches
diameter and a normal half dollar incorporated into a special gimmick. The illustrated
instruction sheet explains the routine and walks the performer through the two
‘moves’ involved in working the effect.

Available Again! Better Than Ever!

$

30

Darwin’s

Ungimmicked Coin
Bucket Routine
At long last... we’ve found the perfect coin
bucket! It rings like a church bell!
Specially made for the Miser’s Dream routine.
The magician shows an empty bucket. He
plucks coins out of thin air and tosses them
into the bucket...it creates the LOUDEST
RING you've ever heard! Easy to do. No
difficult moves. No gimmicks. Built to last
forever. Darwin explains each move and
teaches his famous routine as well!
Comes complete with an instructional
DVD. Highly recommended for professional
stage entertainers. We're proud to offer a
product that we believe is the best that money can buy.
Bucket Dimensions (Height x Base x Mouth) Approximately 8 x 5 x 8-inches
(21cm x 12.75cm x 19cm)

Not Coupon Eligible! What A Bargain!
10

90

$
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Grab Their Attention

One Quart Low!

A quart of cooking oil is poured into a borrowed
hat (bag or purse) exhausting the entire contents
of the can! The oil completely vanishes and the
borrowed container is just fine!
Or, how will they react when you drink the entire
can of oil? Pretty slippery business! This routine
will make them laugh and is something they will
surely remember! This product is unbelievable—it
will fool even YOU! It looks so real as the can is
tilted and the oil flows freely from the can.
It’s the perfect icebreaker for an MC, performer,
comedian or clown. A great addition to your
comedy arsenal.

Available Again!

$

40 s&h incl.

Check out website for more
Comedy Props for your shows!
Confetti Bucket
What a great classic comedy effect!
Throughout the act, the performer pours
water into a metal bucket. Finally, he picks
up the bucket and walks forward toward the
audience. The front row get nervous! The
performer throws the contents of the bucket
into the audience. As the people duck,
confetti flies through the air! There is no water
in the bucket!
A great comedy prop with loads of
performance possibilities. Well constructed,
galvanized aluminum. Highly visual.
Large is 9.5-inches tall and has a
diameter of 11-inches.

Large...$77.50
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House Of Magic Winners!
Air Levitation
Please note each and every one of these is handassembled by Buma. This is not something that
is produced in any quantity or imported. When
watching the video demo—focus on when the
non-levitating bill is passed completely under the
levitating bill—in a side to side motion! That’s
what makes this very special!
What the audience sees: Two unprepared
bills are borrowed form a spectator. One of the
bills is laid on the magicians’ palm. At the
magician’s command, the bill slowly and
mysteriously rise’s above the performers open
outstretched hand. The second borrowed bill
is now passed from left to right completely under
the levitating bill, allowing for the second
borrowed bill to be seen to completely pass
under the levitating bill, from it’s far left side all
the way to it’s right side with no visible support
of the levitating bill! The second borrowed bill may also be slid completely under
the levitating bill, “front to back” with no visible support of the levitating bill! The
two borrowed bills are now folded to show they have contained no secret appliance
used to accomplish this eye popping illusion and returned to there owners. The
performers hands are seen to be completely empty!

One Of Buma’s Best Seller Ever!

49.50

$

S-O-S

(Silent, Original, Suspension)
The performer borrows any bill and while
holding the bill at tips of both hands asks a
spectator to pick up a glass full of any liquid
and to place it on one end of the bill.
Viola…the performer lets go of one end
and the glass of liquid is sitting suspended
on top of the bill and no spilling occurs.
Nothing collapses! Nothing falls to the
ground! IMPOSSIBLE, but true.
The glass is removed and the bill is returned
immediately to the spectator. Easy to master. No sleeve work! No threads, wires,
magnets or mirrors! No sleights! Nothing to break! No parts to replace! Always
ready to perform and fits in your pocket. All items are borrowed and may be
repeated at once. Excellent impromptu magic. Hundreds sold! P.S. You can
do the effect with a cell phone as well!

48

$
12
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House Of Magic Classics!

Triple Combo
Pocket Silver
Cups & Balls

IMPORTANT—These are
NOT just cups, but feature
three secret removable
gimmicks, that are so cutting
edge and amazing, we are
not allowed to include them
in the images. Thus you are
not just getting one of the
finest sets of Silver Cups in
the world, but THREE unique
and never before produced
gimmicks as well!
Each of the three individual cups can be performed as either a chop cup, foo can
or to vanish a chosen object that is covered by the cup of your choice. You choose
which cups and which effect and when to perform it! Each of the three cups is
handcrafted by Buma in pure .925 Silver and measures approximately 2-inches x
2.25-inches, allowing for a full range of motion with all of your favorite cups and
ball moves. Silver adds a touch of class to your act!
Shipped complete and ready for your performance with its custom display box
and a deluxe 4-ball combo set of hand cast balls by BUMA.
Imagine if you can…Being able to display all of the cups empty and normal before
the start of your routine, then bringing in the stealthy features of any of the three
Buma gimmicks, allowing you to create a routine like never performed before with
the cups and balls and as a finale you then pour yourself a drink (champagne, wine
or beer) from the cup of your choice.

250

$

Courtly Card Case
Not just an ordinary card clip, but an elegant
card case made of English Pewter with a
brushed satin finish. This card case is
designed to carry any poker-sized deck
including its paper card case. Expertly
crafted. Your treasured cards get a classy
home and you are always ready to perform.
Notice how the pips are different
allowing for more benefits.

40

$
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Showtime Magic Presents
Joe Lefler Pro
Suitcase Table
(Mini)
Pro Suitcase Table in Charcoal
Gray has half inch birch plywood
construction, one fixed and two
adjustable shelves, two locking
latches with keys, 2-inch (5 cm)
rubber casters, top carry handle,
heavy-duty piano hinges, industrial
grade fasteners with T-nut
backing, rear flipper door, LED
light, white interior to finish it off!
Dimensions with 2-inch casters:
Closed—24-inches high by 14inches wide by 12-inches deep
(61x36x30 cm). Open—38inches high by 14-inches wide by
14-inches deep (97x36x36 cm).
Weight is approximately 25
pounds (11 kilos).

362.50

$

Deluxe Animal Carrier
This clever animal/bird carrier is constructed from
the same study half-inch and three quarter-inch
birch plywood then covered in durable and longwearing Charcoal Gray fiber for years of service.
It looks so good you’ll want to show it off! Two
giant front air vents are disguised as 8-inch
speakers while both the top and rear of the carrier
open for immediate and easy access to your
animal friends inside. There is also an USBpowered vent fan—this model provides a constant
and comfortable airflow to keep your animals cool.
May be plugged into any standard mobile phone
USB power source including wall outlet chargers
or portable battery pack (not included). Black
gloss interior wipes out easily. There are NO
sharp or exposed edges. Two locking latches with
keys, piano hinges, four rubber feet and rubber
handle. Dimensions: 20 (H) x 11 (W) x 11inches (D). Weight: approximately 10 pounds.

302.50

$
14
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Showtime Magic Presents

Hank Moorehouse Cube Table
Standard & Large

New and Improved design!
Based on Hank Moorehouse’s original innovative design, with
improvements by Joe Lefler and Showtime Magic. This unique item is
produced exclusively by Showtime Magic.
The quality begins with a 3/8 and 3/4-inch birch furniture-grade plywood shell
that is both glued, fastened and fabricated for solid structural support. It has durable
synthetic exterior upholstery in Charcoal Gray that handles wear and tear with
ease—white or black gloss interior. There is a top carry handle, heavy duty piano
hinges that allow the Cube Table to open at both the rear and top. Also has
industrial grade fasteners with T-nut backing and half inch recessed female threaded
flange in the bottom (use with any table base that has half-inch threaded connector).
Standard Size has one locking chrome latch. Large Size has two locking
chrome latches.
Dimensions: Standard
Size—13-inches (W) x 13inches (H) x 13-inches (D).
Weight is approximately 8
pounds. Large size—16inches (W) x 16-inches (H) x
16-inches (D). Weight is
approximately 12 pounds.

Standard Cube/Table
Only...$207.50
Large Cube/Table
Only...$277.50

Base does NO
T come with
NOT
these T
ables!
Ta
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Thayer Collectibles

For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.
Please serious inquiries ONLY!
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com
See more information on the website.

Ball & Vase

Like New Condition

Chest Of Chu
Chin Chow

Sucker Cigarette Box
Good Condition

Good Condition

Combined
Contrasted Screen
Supreme Flower
Production

Chinko Side Table
Good Condition

Good Condition

Good Condition

16
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Thayer Collectibles

Keg Or Barrel Of
Plenty
Phantom Die

Good Condition

Good Condition

Peerless Billiard
Ball Stand
Good Condition

Etheral Floating Table
Good Condition

No Assist Nest Of Boxes
Good Condition

Prices Reduced On The Thayer Collection!
For Sale—First Come, First Served!
Over 100 pieces still left at lower prices!
For FREE color catalog, please contact Joe Stevens.
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com
Wonderful Magic From The Golden Era!
2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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Joe Wants You!
Is there a magic effect that you have
created, that you would like to bring to
market? Let Stevens Magic Emporium
(SME) help you finalize your creation
for our world-wide market!
Contact Joe Stevens—
joe@stevensmagic.com
Stevens Magic is also looking for “part-time” people
(retired or semi-retired) skilled in Metal Spinning or
Wood Turning to manufacture exclusive magic for SME!
Contact Joe Stevens—joe@stevensmagic.com

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (use Code: SME103114).
Offer cannot be used in combination with any other promotion or
special. Some items are non-discountable or listed as a special
price, these are not eligible for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires October 31, 2014

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use it! It is
NOT given automatically, and will not be applied retroactively!
Coupon Code: SME103114
18
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Completely Cards

Invisible Deck
Performer PRETENDS to take an
invisible deck of cards, shuffles them and
presenting them to the spectator!
Spectator is then told to cut the deck,
and select a card removing it from the
deck. Performer then takes the invisible
deck and turns it face up, asking the
spectator to return his chosen card to
the deck, face down and remember his
card. Performer returns the invisible
deck to its case and his pocket. He then
asks the spectator to name his card. The
performer then takes a visible deck from
his pocket and removes the deck from
its case. Next, he spreads he cards face
up on the table, finding only “one” card
in the deck that is “face down.” When
he turns that card face up, the spectator
is amazed to find that it is the card he
selected!

10

$

Brainwave Deck
The “Magi” announces that he has
turned upside down in the deck, face
up, ONE card and one card ONLY. He
then asks any spectator to name and
call out any card they wish! Then he
takes the deck out of its case and fansspreads the cards out and “lo & behold”
the ONLY card that is face up is the card
called out by the spectator! More
important; the named card will always
appear FACE UP in the face down deck
and it will have a DIFFERENT
COLORED BACK from the deck you
seen to be using!

10

$

Dean Dill’s

Blizzard

Check this Gem out! Dean Dill’s Blizzard has fooled
most of the top minds in magic. When you think about
effects that put Dean on the map, Blizzard has to be
one of many—included. The effect sounds too incredible
to be true—A spectator freely names any card, and a
deck which has been in full view is spread to reveal that
every card is blank…except for the spectator’s named
card! • No rough and smooth. • No long and short.
• No double sided cards. • Everything may be
immediately examined.

35

$
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Utility Gimmicks

Smokey Magic V2

Smokey Magic Version 2.0, is a fully selfcontained real workers smoke device which has
been designed and constructed with durability,
reliability and safety in mind. It employs an
electronic cigarette to produce smoke, is
environmentally friendly and can therefore be used
in most public places without infringing any laws.
It can even be carried on an aircraft.
The kit contains one green smoke electronic cigarette, which will serve your Smokey
Magic needs for the equivalent of two packs of cigarettes worth of smoke. Thereafter
simply purchase an electronic cigarette from a supplier near you. The device has
no wires, no pump, no switches, no batteries—virtually nothing to go wrong! Safe
& easy to use. Inexpensive to operate. Includes Instructional DVD.

120

$

Dr. Paul & Bill Montana’s

Microphone & Stool Stand Clip
A very useful item for the working Magic MC or when
working platforms—when a standard upright microphone
stand is present. Can also be used on a stool for a more
intimate parlor setting. Might as well get more out of
everything that is on stage! This is a must have accessory
item that is made from wood and has a spring steel clip
that attached easily to most upright microphone stands.
This special clip on bar is designed to hold silks, ropes and
small rings. The clip on bar is a very handy item that will help
eliminate the performer need to reach in to the the pocket to
retrieve these items.

20

$

Vernet’s

Thumb Tip Flame
You reach out and pluck the flame from a cigarette lighter.
Hold the flame between your right thumb and index finger,
then you transfer it to your left fingers. Take it again with
your right fingers and finally blow the flame vanishing it
and showing your hands empty. Use it to light a cigarette
or ignite flash paper. Blow it out then reach out and grab
another flame. The Thumb Tip Flame may be used as a
gag or combined with flash string or paper, cigarettes, etc. (For adult use only!)

10

$
20
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Master Craftsmanship
Okito Hindoo Inkwell
The Okito Hindoo Inkwell consists of an
ornate inkwell stand, capable of creating two
simultaneous and connected effects.
Between the glass inkwells is a lid that when
lifted opens a cubby, ostensibly used for small
desk supplies, paperclips and such. Instead
of these, a watch is borrowed from the
audience and placed within this cubby and
the lid replaced. In short order, the cubby is
again opened, however, the watch has now transformed into something else, such as
a lemon or a bread roll. The borrowed watch can be found elsewhere—Performer’s
choice.
This is truly an inspired piece, built from high quality Baltic Birch, enameled with
black, blue and gold, and adorned with oriental decal transfers, reminiscent of Okito’s
style of design. The cubby interior, as well as the inkwell holders are lined with velvet.
The inkwells are fully usable, heavy, solid glass in a rich Cobalt blue, with silver metal
tops. Size of the stand is 13-inches length x 6-inches wide x 8.5-inches high, including
the glass inkwells. Each piece is hallmarked with a brass plate.

Magic Wagon’s

New Lower Price...$295

Ghost Board

The mechanism, however, has been carefully redesigned and handcrafted into the frame construction
using centuries old techniques.
The performer explains that before the show, he
has written a prediction on a small whiteboard and
covered it with a brass plate as seen on the table.
He then asks a spectator to name any object, for example
any person’s name, a number between 1 and 1,000 or
any city in the world. The performer then writes the
chosen word with the date of the performance on the
back side of the whiteboard as a record for the audience.
With absolutely no hesitation, the performer removes
the brass plate in full view, showing that the prediction
he previously wrote before the show started exactly
matches the spectator’s selection!
The frame measures 3.3 inches x 4.3 inches x .4 thick. Completely hand-crafted
from genuine teak with a distressed antique finish so that the props look decades old.
Each Ghost Board comes complete with a custom designed display stand.

240

$

FREE $25.00 Gift Certificate with Purchase of this item!
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Liquid Magic
Zacchini’s

Crystal Cut Milk Pitcher
One of the best on the market. Large enough
to see from the stage!
A classic magic prop with hundreds of applications
for highly visual and entertaining effects. A full
pitcher of milk (or other colored
liquid) is shown and then poured into
a container where it vanishes! Pour
into a bucket then toss the bucket
toward the audience showering them
with confetti. Pour into a folded
newspaper, which is then unfolded
dry and unharmed. Pour into a cone
and dump out flowers. This big 9inch tall pitcher is beautifully made
and looks like cut glass, but is really
durable clear plastic.

Truly a professional
prop!

Highly Recommended...$45

Diamond Cut
Mirror Goblet
The Mirror Goblet is crafted from a strong
virtually indestructible acrylic. The mirror
divider is purposefully located below the top
edge of the glass, to aide in diminishing the
possibility of “flashing” during your
perfor mance. Both compartments are
waterproof! The Mirror Goblet dims out at
7-inches tall with a 3.5-inches mouth, so it
looks great and has ample room to handle
either liquid or a 36-inch carefully folded silk.
The instructions are refreshingly detailed with
all the information you would want as well as
bonus valued-added tips and routines working
with both slush powder and non-slush powder
applications. Additional kudos as it provides
important care instructions, safety and maintenance tips. You can’t go wrong with
excellent quality products!

This is a winner!
22

40

$
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Don’t Spill!

Superior Hydrostatic Glass
The performer fills a glass with water. He moistens a piece of newspaper and
places it over the mouth of the glass. The glass is turned upside-down, yet the
liquid remains in the glass—apparently held within by the paper! The paper is
slowly peeled away, yet the liquid remains in the overturned glass! At a gesture
from the performer, the liquid flows out freely. Easy to do. Full 16-ounces etched
glass. Heavy duty, professional quality. Dishwasher safe. Use most any type of
liquid. Detailed instructions included.

55
Herbert Von Der Linden’s
$

Milk Wonder Perfect

Here it is, Milk Wonder Perfect, the best
milk glass ever! Works automatically is sealed
and always ready. Requires no preparation.
The clear glass is made from highquality plastic, has a height of 5.5
inches and top diameter of 3.5inches. Visible on the main stage.
You show the large glass filled with
milk. Pour some of the milk into
a bag or in a fist. Next, the milk
disappears without a trace, but
could reappear in the glass again.
Or, after every trick, the presenter
can take a sip of the milk and have
it refilled again and again. With
Milk Wonder Perfect you will
receive a professional prop cup
and instruction manual.

47.50

$
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Mental Marvels

Zycho

Comedy Mentalism—
Magic At Its Best!
History—This is an idea by Billy McComb.
Ken Brooke released a smaller version
know as “Potty Prediction”. (See Potty
Prediction in this Ken Brooke Catalog.)
Ton Onosaka released his version of the
effect called, Royal Revision.
The audience is in on all of the fun! You show the
face of a 10 x 14-inch giant prediction card.
(Unseen by your spectator), which is in a stand in
full view, with its back to the audience. Next you
show them the faces of an extra large, 1-way force deck in which every card is the
same as the prediction.
The spectator, who has not seen the faces of the 1-way force deck, is asked to choose
any card? Now for the fun part! They name he WRONG card! Impossible, as their
card does not match your prediction card? Has the spectator double crossed you?
The prediction is now turned around and it has now changed to the selection card!
Everyone is confused. The audience has been “double crossed”, the laughs are
guaranteed and built it. ONLY showmanship is needed as the effect is all self-working.
Comes complete with stand, forcing deck, jumbo changing card and
professional routines, patter by George Schindler. Large enough for stage
and parlor.

130

$

Classic Film Vérité

Have your audience pass around a set of cards with
32 different classic film posters. The set includes alltime “most popular” films like Gone With the
Wind, The Godfather, Star Wars, The Wizard
of Oz and Pulp Fiction. Each card has a film
poster on the front and a list of films from the set on
the back.You have no idea who has which film poster. Have anyone choose one and
think about the title. They read the names of the films from their card, and you tell
them exactly which film they are thinking of. In addition, you tell them the exact
number of film critics who voted for that film out of all films.
An amazing secret, so easy you will be doing it in minutes. No crib sheets.
Nothing to memorize. Nothing extra to carry. Use just the all the postcards
or just a few! Extra-thick, heavy stock, full color, glossy varnish, rounded corners.
Complete with a sturdy snap-closure carrying case. Do it over and over with one
spectator or 30 times with 30 different spectators.

50

$
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Simple To Perform
The Chicken
Sandwich
Hungry for a great comedy prop?! Bite into
some fun with this gag. David is now offering
one of the funniest sight gags ever created.
The Chicken Sandwich is brought to the
forefront of comedy again after many years.
Children as well as adults will be amused by
this well timed pun. In the past, these were made
entirely from flimsy “felt” material. This Chicken
Sandwich is all hand cut, sanded, painted and
assembled in wood one by one. Built to last a lifetime.
Can be viewed from all angles as front and back are
both painted to represent a “chicken”. Priced way
too low for the amount of workmanship involved.
Easy to use, Just lift top up and down to open and
close. Get yours now. Don’t be “chicken” to try
it. These won’t last long as they ar e
individually handmade.

35

$

Look For More
Comedy Effects On
Our Website!
Dan Garrett Presents...

Heartz

With his or her hands seen clearly
empty, the magician forms a “heart
shape” with the fingers of two hands.
All of a sudden and out of nowhere, a
“sponge heart” magically appears! The
magician and a spectator each take a
hears and suddenly, in front of the
spectator, the magician’s sponge heart
vanishes and joins the hear in the
spectator’s hand! The magic of love
is alive and well!
An excellent effect for couples, from dinner dates to wedding receptions to
anniversaries. The routine plays well for families and children. Easy to carry
and simple to perform.

Excellent Close-Up Entertainment!

20

$
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Magical Miracles

Entertaining ESP

Marked ESP Cards by Pat Page and
Ken de Courcy. Four of the five
classifications of ESP can be demonstrated
with ESP cards—Mindreading, Telepathy,
Clairvoyance, Precognition. The booklet,
Entertaining ESP, contains more than 30
effects using Royal Magic’s marked ESP
cards. You receive 25 ESP special cards
and the book of routines. You’ll love these
easy routines. A great addition to your magic
or psychic repertoire.

16

$

Future Traffic
A simple frame is shown, containing three square
plaques—each a different color (Red, Yellow,
Green). The performer removes the plaques, mixes
them and returns them to the frame in a new
arrangement. He keeps the backs toward the
audience, so the order is kept secret! Three large
plastic clips are shown—also Red, Yellow, Green.
Members of the audience are asked to decide where
the clips should be placed along the edge of the
frame. Their choices are FREE and uninfluenced,
the arrangement of the clips is completely fair.

Available Again, Improved!

60

$

Alan Wong’s

Magic Doodle Pen
Revolutionary, new technology, you have to see it
to believe it! A concept that is guaranteed to mystify
and amaze!
The magician draws a small “X” on the back of his
hand with a marker. The “X” can be rubbed and shown
to prove that it is indeed a permanent mark. Then the
magician covers the mark with his fingers and slowly
drags it across his hand and onto the other side! The
magician spreads his fingers and shows that the “X” is
now on the palm of his hand!
You can use any drawing you wish to create miracles.
Easy to do! A truly baffling piece of close-up magic.

16

$
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Doing It With Salt?
Improved Salt Pour
Finally, one of the most perfect Salt Pour
Gimmicks ever made and we feel that this
one is one of the best and priced absolutely
right!
You know the effect...Magician pours salt
into his empty hand and then throws the salt
up into the air and it has vanished! Viola! He
supposedly catches the vanished salt in his
other hand, closes the hand and begins to pour
and pour and pour and pour until the hand is
now empty and the magician is clean. Where
did the salt go? How did he catch it again?
This is a pour that is long enough, but not
boring and gives the performer the opportunity
to use theatrics during the effect.
The gimmick is 100% brass, has a smaller
diameter, taller neck for a longer pour and a
wider, thicker stream, two coats of flesh-colored
paint, acrylic finish. Made in the USA. This
is an excellent stage or platform effect. A
professional prop for professional performers! See website for demonstration
of this fantastic effect.

Not $300...Not $200, But ONLY...$125

Squeaking
Salt Shaker
The perfect little gimmick for the perfect misdirection!
Bring it out—shake it and it squeaks, squeaks and
squeaks and then the magic happens. The invisible
dust does the magic for you. Use it for productions,
vanishes, sleights and spectators will love it.
Nothing breaks the ice better then comedy, and in
fact, comedy is just as an important ingredient for
performing, as salt is for food.
How do we know this works? We put it to the test as
we often do at Stevens Magic. We have sold previous
models of this item in the past as well. This unit,
like the one we featured before it is constructed of
excellent quality made to last, even better it's very easy to carry.

25

$
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Gotta Have Books
The Bridge

Bilingual Edition English & Spanish
By Bill Montana

Stevens Magic Emporium is pleased to be the exclusive
“distributor” other then Bill Montana himself, to offer
this truly amazing book. Please note: This book is
not for everyone—it is intended only for the serious
performer. But when applied —the results are
incredible.
From Mark Stevens...The Bridge (with Nick
Belleas)—was an interesting find for me personally. It
took a little work and practice but I became a believer
when I tried it on our mail man Jace Bowles! Granted it was my second attempt at
performing this and when Jace bolted in the door the next day he shot straight to
me to vividly retail not only the dream I told him he would have—but also his wife
also experienced—with subtle differences.
Updated Version—Featuring English and full and complete Spanish Translation
in “one” book. Check our website for more details and testimonials!

100

$

The Science Behind
The Ghost!
By Jim Steinmeyer

Pepper’s Ghost was the remarkable Victorian
invention which allowed 3-dimensional ghosts
to walk onstage with actors. A beautiful new
edition of “Two Lectures on Theatrical
Illusion,” Jim’s book combines his lectures,
“The Science Behind The Ghost” and
“Discovering Invisibility.” The book is the only
complete history of Pepper’s Ghost, containing
the full evolution of this incredible Victorian
invention, diagrams, variations, calculation of sightlines, patent drawings and
photographs.
It details the developments from the 1860s to the latest uses
of Pepper’s Ghost in Disney theme parks and modern concerts
and stage shows. This book explains the important principles
as used by a wide variety of inventors and performers.
Book has 189 pages, 8.5 by 8.5-inches, fully illustrated with
diagrams of the principles and color hardcover.

65

$
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Performing For Children
Danny Orleans’

The Art Of Presenting Magic
To Children
Strategies to entertain and manage young audiences.
Danny is an expert in presenting magic to children. In
this 3-DVD set, he shares over 40 years of experience
performing more than 4,000 shows to children and
their families at schools, theaters and museums. Over
five hours of professionally edited performances,
interview, instructions and commentary teach you the
details of every routine and audience management
technique in his show.
You will...
• Watch his entire Family Magic Show (including 8 routines, 14 tricks and 2 bonus
tricks. • Hear his commentary discussing over 50 audience management strategies.
• See Eugene Burger interview Danny on his philosophy of children’s magic.
• Learn to make and perform his entire repertoire of tricks. • Enjoy vintage
footage of Danny and his wife and partner, Jan Rose. • Download Danny Orleans’
Essays from industry magazines—Genii, Magic and Linking Ring.

3-DVD Set...$120

Paul Romhany’s

The Birthday Deck Trick
The Birthday Deck is the ultimate trick for strolling or
close-up magic when you would like to give away a
special momento to a person having a birthday!
You ask the person having a birthday if they received
the birthday card you sent them. When they say no
you bring out a deck of bicycle cards casually showing
them front and back asking them to choose their own
“birthday card.” You write a little birthday message on
the card and place it in their hand. You remind them
that they could have chosen ANY birthday card, again
showing both front and backs of the rest of the deck,
but they chose the card in their hand. They turn it
over and now has a real birthday card printed on the back. For the finale they blow
on the rest of the deck like they are blowing out candles and all the other cards turn
blank.
“Paul, love your new birthday card trick! You’ve got a real winner there, it’s
PERFECT for that special occasion!” --John Kaplan,

DVD & Special Deck...$35
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Master Magician

Michael Skinner’s

The Skinner Tapes

An Audio & Video Exploration Of Michael Skinner In His Own Words.
In 10 audio CDs and 2 DVDs make you feel as if you Michael is sitting across from
you and revealing his most valuable secrets.
In the 10 CDs included in this set you will hear audio correspondence sent by Michael
to his dear friend, magician Allen Okawa in Hawaii. Edited from over 30 hours of
audio cassette tapes, you’ll learn Michael’s best tricks, patter, presentation and advice
for performers in his own words. It is a 10 MASTER CLASS from a master magician,
an intimate way to becomes friends and learn from the best of the best!
On the first DVD is Michael’s famous lecture in Japan (1971) at it’s almost full-length
of 120 minutes. It’s of mediocre video quality, but is a priceless record of Michael’s
repertoire at that time. On the second DVD are excerpts from a private session with
Michael performing at his peak in the late 1980s at a private session in Texas with
Roger Klause, Larry Jennings and Chuck Smith.. The Bonus Disc contains Skinner’s
notebooks and assorted lecture notes.

125

$

Are you a member of Joe’s E-Mail Specials? It’s FREE and the
benefits include special prices, coupons, free products with
purchases, access to private links featuring limited run
premium pieces and a lot more! Sign Up to see what you’ve
been missing! Go to our Home Page, look for “Email Specials”.
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